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ABSTRACT

Although there have been numerous theoretical advances in intergroup contact theory over the past decade, many of these have yet to be fully tested among minority group members and children. Early school years may be particularly important, as for many children this can be their first meaningful contact with members of other groups outside the home environment. This study examined whether intergroup contact impacts East Asian children's outgroup evaluations and sharing behaviour, as well as the mediating role of anxiety in this relationship. Contact was operationalized in terms of exposure determined by classroom ethnic composition and in terms of participants' cross-group friendships. A photo sorting task provided measures of outgroup evaluations and intergroup anxiety, and a sharing task assessed sharing behaviour with relevant outgroups. Overall, results demonstrated that both exposure and friendship had positive effects on East Asian children's outgroup attitudes. Intergroup anxiety was also shown to partially mediate these relationships.
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INTRODUCTION

Intergroup Contact

Intergroup contact has been established as one of the most successful ways of changing intergroup attitudes (Pettigrew & Tropp, 2000). Allport’s (1954) *On the Nature of Prejudice* provided the basis for much of the research on intergroup contact, which has demonstrated that intergroup contact plays an important role in the reduction of prejudice (e.g., Dovidio, Gaertner, & Kawakami, 2003; Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006; Turner, Hewstone, & Voci, 2007). Recent meta-analytic findings reveal that increased contact with an outgroup member is associated with increased liking for that outgroup target, as well as more positive attitudes towards the whole outgroup (see Pettigrew & Tropp, 2000, 2006).

Although early contact research has focused on children and explored how intergroup contact may reduce intergroup conflict in these populations (e.g., Aronson, 1978; Brewer & Miller, 1984), the majority of subsequent research has focused on college students and adult populations (Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006). However, a growing literature has begun to revisit how intergroup contact influences the development of children's intergroup attitudes, specifically within the context of the school environment (e.g., Aboud, 2003; Cameron & Rutland, 2008; McGlothlin & Kilien, 2006; Tropp & Prenevost, 2008). Several studies show that social interactions can positively affect children’s intergroup attitudes (Tropp & Prenevost, 2008). Contact in a school environment may be especially
important, as children spend a considerable amount of time in a classroom setting. Research findings indicate that contact in schools among children from various ethnic groups is related to more positive intergroup attitudes (e.g., Aronson, 1978, Cook, 1985, Tropp & Prenevost, 2008).

Early school years may be particularly important, given that for many children this may be their first meaningful contact with members of other groups. Research has shown that children become cognizant of racial and ethnic differences in early childhood (e.g., Aboud, 2003). Additionally, persons they encounter in contact situations may influence children's emergent knowledge of different groups (e.g., Aboud, 2003; Tropp & Prenevost, 2008). Since children's intergroup attitudes can become less malleable with age (e.g., Aboud & Levy, 2000; Killen et al., 2007), it is important to understand how these early encounters are related to their development of racial and ethnic attitudes.

The main focus of the work on children, as in the adult literature, has been on how intergroup contact affects majority children's attitudes towards minority children (e.g., Aboud, 2003; Rutland, Cameron, Bennett, & Ferrell, 2005; Wright & Tropp, 2005). According to Tropp and Pettigrew's (2006) meta-analysis examining the relationship between contact and prejudice in majority and minority status groups, only a small amount of the literature (20.3%) has examined the effects of contact on minority group members' attitudes. Despite a growth in recent empirical work on minority samples (e.g., Shelton & Richeson, 2006; Tropp, 2003) there remains a dearth of research assessing the impact of contact from a minority group perspective in both the adult and child literatures.
The little research on minority group members demonstrates that they face additional challenges in intergroup contact situations that inhibit the positive effects of contact, such as awareness of their disadvantaged social status and the possibility of being the target of discrimination (e.g., Plant & Devine, 2003; Hyers & Swim, 1998; Tropp, 2003). These studies provide evidence that intergroup contact may operate differently for minority group members, and emphasizes the need for further investigations.

The present study focuses on the impact of intergroup contact on children from an ethnic minority group (East Asians) and will look at contact outcomes in terms of attitudes towards both majority (White) and other minority (South Asian\(^1\)) targets. There is growing ethnic diversity in many North American cities, making it important to understand how intergroup contact may influence the attitudes of many groups towards both majority and other minority group members. Since East Asians comprise the largest visible minority and immigrant group in Vancouver (Statistics Canada, 2006), they are a particularly appropriate group to consider how a minority group might perceive both majority group members (Whites) as well as other visible minorities (e.g., South Asians). In addition, this research focuses on three areas of recent interest in the contact literature where there is relatively little research involving children: cross-group friendship, the role of intergroup anxiety, and discriminatory behaviour.

---

\(^1\) The label 'South Asian' will be used to refer to individuals who may appear be of Indian, Bangladeshi, Bhutan, Nepalese, or Sri Lankan descent.
Cross-group Friendship

Research demonstrates that cross-group friendship is an especially potent form of contact (Brown & Hewstone, 2005; Paolini et al., 2007; Pettigrew, 1998; Wright, Aron, McLaughlin-Volpe, & Ropp, 1997) that has a significantly larger effect on prejudice reduction than other forms of contact (see Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006). Hewstone, Cairns, Voci, Hamberger and Niens (2006) demonstrated that cross-group friendships resulted in more positive outgroup attitudes among Catholics and Protestants, even among those who had personally experienced sectarian violence. Pettigrew (1997) demonstrated that majority group members with more minority group friends expressed less prejudice towards those groups. In addition, Levin, van Laar and Sidanius (2003) established that White, Asian, Black and Latino college students with more college outgroup friends were more likely to hold positive ethnic attitudes about ethnic outgroups at the end of college, controlling for other factors such as positive ethnic attitudes at the beginning of college.

These particularly strong effects may be due to the close affective ties established in friendships (Levin et al., 2003; Paolini et al., 2007; Pettigrew, 1998; Rubin, Bukowski, & Parker, 1998, Wright et al., 2005). Friendship may be the optimal form of direct intergroup contact, allowing opportunities for recurring contact across multiple contexts, self-disclosure (sharing personal information) and personal one-on-one interactions. The intimacy that results from this kind of contact results in the generalization of increased liking from the individuals in the
contact situation to the outgroup as a whole (e.g., Pettigrew, 1997; Paolini et al., 2007).

Cross-group friendship may also provide opportunities for a re-evaluation of the ingroup, resulting in a distancing from the ingroup and less time involved in ingroup interests (Pettigrew, 1997). This "deprovincialization" may occur from spending more time with the outgroup, which may change perceptions about the supremacy of the ingroup over the outgroup. This shift in ingroup appraisals may result in the generalization of contact effects to outgroups not included in the contact situation.

In children, classroom diversity and opportunity for intergroup contact increase positive attitudes towards cross-group friendships and the likelihood of such friendships occurring (e.g., Aboud, Mendelson, & Purdy, 2003; McGlothlin & Killen, 2005; Wright & Tropp, 2005). Research on cross-group friendship among children has focused on friendship as an outcome of contact rather than as a predictor of attitudes. The present research investigates how minority children's existing classroom friendships are related to their intergroup attitudes.

**Intergroup Behaviour**

Prejudice and discrimination are related concepts but can also be distinct from one another. Prejudice is generally described as a negative attitude directed toward others based on their social group membership (Jones, 2002). Discrimination is considered to be one potential behavioural outcome of prejudice, and is typically described as a negative action directed at members of
a social group based on their group membership (Allport, 1954). To my knowledge, research on children’s intergroup contact experiences has not explicitly measured how contact may influence discriminatory behaviour.

The present study seeks to examine how contact influences both attitudinal and behavioural outcomes in children. Intergroup behaviour will be operationalized in terms of a sharing task that measures the number of stickers the participant shares with outgroup targets (one White, one South Asian). In the current study, we do not predict differential effects of intergroup contact on participants' intergroup attitudes and behaviour because previous research has shown that increased intergroup contact can have a positive effect on intergroup attitudes and behaviour in adult populations (e.g., Brewer & Gaertner, 2004; Brown & Hewstone, 2005).

**Intergroup Anxiety**

Stephan and Stephan (1985) claim that intergroup anxiety is an important aspect of intergroup contact experiences. Intergroup anxiety refers to the discomfort associated with cross-group interactions (Hyers & Swim, 1998; Stephan & Stephan, 1985), the reduction of which has been shown to be a key process in improving intergroup relations (e.g., Dovidio, Gaertner, & Kawakami, 2003; Hyers & Swim, 1998; Plant & Devine, 2003). Individuals are likely to feel anxious in intergroup contact situations due to the negative expectations associated with such interactions (Paolini et al., 2004; Plant & Devine, 2003; Stephan & Stephan, 1985). These negative expectations may stem from previous experiences with outgroup members, as well as thoughts and beliefs
associated with outgroup members (Stephan & Stephan, 1985; Plant & Devine, 2003). Intergroup contact can be an anxiety provoking experience for both majority and minority group members (Stephan & Stephan, 1985). For majority group members, this anxiety may be mostly due to a fear of appearing racist (e.g., Hyers & Swim, 1998; Vorauer, Main, & O'Connell, 1998). For minority group members, anxiety may be due to concerns that they may be the target of prejudice when interacting with majority group members. Currently, to my knowledge, there is no existing published research examining intergroup anxiety for minority group members when interacting with other minorities. Since anxiety in minority group members may primarily stem from awareness of status differences, it seems reasonable to predict that minority group members would not experience anxiety when interacting with other minorities since they are of the same societal status.

Intergroup anxiety can be reduced through repeated contact with outgroup members, which can lead to more positive attitudes towards the outgroup (Stephan, 1987). Voci and Hewstone (2003) found that both quality and quantity of contact between Italian college students and African immigrants was associated with a reduction in prejudice, and importantly, this relationship was mediated by a reduction in intergroup anxiety. In the United States, it has been found that, for Whites, more previous contact with Blacks resulted in less anxiety when anticipating an interaction with a Black person (Plant & Devine, 2003). However, for minority group members, previous contact with majority group members does not necessarily result in a reduction of intergroup anxiety when
imagining future interactions with Whites (e.g., Tropp, 2003). Perhaps the awareness of their devalued status in society may impede their ability to be at ease during intergroup interactions (e.g., Devine, Evett, & Vasquez-Suson, 1996; Hyers & Swim, 1998). These findings demonstrate potential differences of the experience of intergroup anxiety in majority and minority group members.

Children may experience intergroup anxiety for completely different reasons. For minority children, intergroup anxiety may be experienced in intergroup interactions due to a fear of the unknown, rather than resulting from recognition of a disadvantaged social status as in minority adults. Therefore, it may be reasonable to expect that children may experience anxiety when interacting with both majority and minority group members. Alternately, children may experience curiosity and interest in novel situations (see Chak, 2002), and intergroup anxiety may not be experienced.

Once again, the research on intergroup anxiety in children is scant. I am aware of one published paper on the impact of intergroup anxiety on children's intergroup attitudes. Turner, Hewstone and Voci (2007) examined the mediating role of intergroup anxiety on the relationship between White UK elementary school children's cross-group friendship and attitudes. They showed that intergroup anxiety mediated the relationship between White children's cross-group friendship with Asians and explicit attitudes towards Asians. These findings are consistent with those found in the adult literature, indicating children may experience intergroup anxiety in a similar fashion to adults. However, compared to the current research, Turner et al. (2007) used a different method of
measuring children’s intergroup anxiety and included an ethnic majority sample who were older (mean age of 10 years).

**Current Research**

Existing research has addressed how intergroup contact and reduced intergroup anxiety may lead to more positive attitudes towards outgroup members. However, research has not fully investigated how intergroup exposure, cross-group friendship and intergroup anxiety may influence children's intergroup attitudes and behaviour. In this research, East Asian children will be asked to make evaluations and judgments of White and South Asian children they do not know using photographs, and they will be asked to share stickers with members of these two outgroups.

**Minority Group Perspective**

This research focuses on children of East Asian descent attending Kindergarten and Grade 1 in the Vancouver School District, and assessed their attitudes and actions towards two target outgroups: Whites and South Asians. Whites are the majority group in this context in terms of both population and status, whereas East Asians and South Asians are minorities. Thus, the current research investigates the contact-prejudice relationship for one minority group using both a majority group and another minority group as the targets.

**Cross-group Friendship**

Studies on children's cross-group friendship have mainly examined friendship preferences but they have overlooked the possible impact of forming
cross-group friendships on intergroup attitudes. In the current research, teachers in participating classrooms provided information about children's friendships within the classroom. This information was used to divide East Asian participants into three groups based on the pattern of friendships they have with each of the two outgroups. When considering friendships with Whites, the participants were categorized as: a) those with one or more White friends, b) those with no White friends but who have friends in another (non-White) ethnic outgroup (e.g., Black, First Nations, Vietnamese, Filipino), and c) those with no outgroup friends (all of their friends are East Asian). When considering friendships with South Asians, similar categories were used. Thus, the three categories were: a) those with one or more South Asian friends, b) those with no South Asian friends but who have friends from other (non South Asian) outgroups (e.g., Black, First Nations, Vietnamese, White, Filipino), and c) those with no outgroup friends (all of their friends are East Asian). The current research will test both direct effects of friendships, as well as Pettigrew's (1997) predictions regarding contact generalization to other outgroups which hypothesizes that friendship with a member of one outgroup should relate to more positive attitudes towards a range of outgroups. To test direct effects of friendship (how friendships with the target group influence attitudes and sharing towards that group), comparisons between participants who have White (or South Asian) friends and those with no outgroup friends and non-White (or non South Asian) friends will be conducted. To test contact generalization to other outgroups (how friendships with non-target outgroups influence attitudes and sharing towards target outgroups),
comparisons between participants with non-White (or non South Asian) outgroup friends and those with no outgroup friends will be performed.

The majority of intergroup contact studies examine how mere exposure may influence outgroup attitudes (see Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006). Outgroup exposure to Whites will be operationalized as a dichotomous variable. Participants were divided into two groups: those with exposure to Whites and those with no exposure to Whites. Since there were not enough East Asian children with exposure to non-White outgroup children, a non-White outgroup exposure group could not be computed. Outgroup exposure to South Asians could not be computed because researchers added this ethnic group into a broader category of 'South East Asian', which included children who appeared to be of Vietnamese and Filipino descent. As the South Asian group could not be separated from the broader category of 'South East Asians' it was impossible to know the number of South Asian children in each classroom. Thus, this measure of exposure could not be computed.

Intergroup Evaluations and Behaviour

Previous research on intergroup contact has mainly focused on intergroup attitudes, and has often not made a clear distinction between attitudes and behaviour. The present research will examine how both intergroup attitudes and sharing behaviour may be influenced by intergroup contact. Intergroup attitudes will be measured in terms of participants' evaluations of White and South Asian targets (e.g., Wright & Taylor, 1995; Wright & Tropp, 1997). Intergroup
behaviour will be measured using a sharing task that assessed the number of stickers the participant shares with outgroup (White and South Asian) targets.

The Role of Intergroup Anxiety

Intergroup anxiety is expected to mediate the relationship between intergroup contact (exposure and friendship) and intergroup attitudes and behaviour. Previous work by Paolini and colleagues (2004) has demonstrated that intergroup anxiety mediates the positive relationship between intergroup contact and prejudice reduction, such that increased contact with outgroup reduced intergroup anxiety which also reduced outgroup prejudice. In the current study, intergroup anxiety will be measured using participants' assessments on a variety of questions about feelings associated with intergroup anxiety.
Hypotheses

Hypotheses will be stated in terms of two mediational models.

Model 1 (see Figure 1)

It is predicted that, among East Asian children, greater exposure to Whites will be associated with more positive evaluations of, and more sharing behaviour with, White targets, and that intergroup anxiety will mediate the positive relationship between to exposure evaluations and sharing behaviour.

Model 2a (see Figure 2)

It is predicted that East Asian children with White friends will express more positive evaluations of, and sharing behaviour with, White targets than those who have no White friends (collapsing participants with non-White outgroup friends and no outgroup friends). Intergroup anxiety is expected to mediate the positive
relationship between friendship with Whites and evaluations of, and sharing behaviour with, White targets.

Figure 2. Proposed mediational model 2a.

Model 2b (see Figure 3)

It is predicted that participants with South Asian friends will express more positive evaluations of, and sharing behaviour with, South Asian targets than those who have no South Asian friends (collapsing participants with non South Asian outgroup friends and no outgroup friends). Intergroup anxiety is expected to mediate the positive relationship between friendship with South Asian and evaluations of, and sharing behaviour with, South Asian targets.

Figure 3. Proposed mediational model 2b
METHODS

Participants

Eighty-five teacher-identified East Asian children (82 Chinese, 1 Japanese, and 2 Korean; 52 male, 33 female) took part in the study. Participants were drawn from 16 Kindergarten and Grade 1 classrooms in six elementary schools within the Vancouver School District. All children from participating classrooms were asked to take part in the study. The average response rate for participation across classes was approximately 61%.

Researchers

Researchers were graduate and undergraduate students from the Simon Fraser University Psychology and Economics departments. They took part in a training process to ensure that they were well-versed in the procedure and comfortable working with the age group of interest. Teams of three to four researchers were established for each school based on researcher availability.

2 During teacher interviews, we asked teachers to indicate the most specific rating of participants’ ethnicity to their knowledge. Additionally, to obtain ethnicity ratings based on phenotype alone, the researcher also recorded the perceived ethnicity of the participant based on phenotypic characteristics of the participant. Researchers used the following categories as a guideline for their ratings: White, East Asian, South Asian, Black, Hispanic, First Nations, mixed race and racially ambiguous (if the researcher was unable to clearly identify the ethnicity of the participant). Difference scores for both RA and teacher ratings of ethnicity were calculated for those participants with both ratings. There were no major discrepancies between these two ratings. Therefore, teacher ratings of ethnicity were used for all but six participants as it was the most specific. In the remaining six cases, researcher ratings of ethnicity were used.
Procedures and Materials

Each team of researchers was supplied with digital cameras and portable photo printers to take pictures of each participating child. In addition, each researcher was provided with a testing package that includes a set of 18 target photographs\(^3\) of White, South Asian and East Asian targets. Targets were approximately 5 to 7 years of age.

Participants were asked to complete two tasks, one sorting and one sharing\(^4\). The sorting task was designed to assess outgroup evaluations and intergroup anxiety, whereas the sharing task assessed intergroup sharing behaviour. The order of the tasks was counterbalanced to control for possible order effects. The tasks were introduced as a series of games.

The general procedures used in the sorting task were based upon those used in previous research (Wright & Taylor, 1995; Wright & Tropp, 2005). Before beginning the task, the researcher took a picture of the participant. The participant’s photograph was added to the package of 12 target pictures

---

\(^3\) Two pilot tests were conducted to obtain the final 18 target photographs used in the procedure. Nine raters were asked to view approximately 350 different photographs of children selected from various stock photography websites. The raters indicated the gender, ethnicity and age of the child in the photograph. Additionally, they rated the photographs on 5-point Likert-type scales on the following criteria: a) attractiveness/cuteness (1=very unattractive, 5=very attractive) and b) facial expression (1=very unhappy, 5=very happy). Photographs where raters were not in full agreement on ethnicity and gender were excluded. Subsequently, photographs were matched on the criteria of age, attractiveness and facial expression to generate six same-gender sets of three children (White/South Asian/East Asian) that were compatible on all criteria. Two of these sets (one male and one female) were used in the sharing task. The remaining four sets were used in the sorting task.

\(^4\) Prior to beginning actual testing, four children (ages 5-7) were brought into the Social Psychology Lab at SFU and run through all of the measures. The children were asked: 1) If they understood each construct being asked, 2) if they were bored, and 3) if they enjoyed the tasks. Any items that were not understood or were rated as boring or not enjoyable by the children were dropped from the final measures.
(consisting of four photos from the following groups: White, South Asian, East Asian, as well as the single picture of the participant). Prior to each trial, the 13 photographs were shuffled and placed in a random order in front of the participant. Prior to the first trial, the researcher told the participant that,

"The kids in these photographs are from a different school and you will not know them, but they may look like some kids that you do know maybe from your class or neighbourhood".

The participant was then asked a series of questions about the photographs. To ensure that the participant understood the nature of the task, s/he was first asked to sort the photographs by gender. If the participant was able to accurately sort the targets by gender, the task was continued. If the participant was unable to sort the targets by gender, s/he was thanked for helping out the researcher, given a package of stickers and sent back to class.

The procedure used in the sharing task was developed this study. Participants first given a package of 12 stickers and were then shown a set of three pictures of same-gender targets and asked if they would like to share any of their stickers with any of the targets. This procedure was repeated a total of three times. The number of stickers shared with each target on each trial was recorded.

**Exposure to Whites**

A researcher went into participating classrooms and recorded the gender and ethnic make-up of the classroom based on perceptions of the phenotypic features of the children. This information was used to determine the number of
White children in each classroom. For four of the 16 classrooms, the teacher also
provided information on the ethnic composition of the classroom. The teacher
information provided a more specific breakdown of the ethnic make-up of the
classroom and thus for these four classrooms this information from the teacher
was used to determine the number of White children in the class\textsuperscript{5}.

Preliminary analyses revealed that the exposure variable had a non-
normal distribution. Therefore, exposure was computed as a dichotomous
variable, where East Asian children had either no exposure to Whites ($N = 46$) or
they had exposure to Whites ($N = 37$).

**Cross-group Friendship**

After the children in each classroom were tested, the teacher was asked
to complete a short survey. For each participant, the teacher indicated up to five
students who were the child's closest friends/playmates in the classroom. This
information about the participants' classroom friends was used to construct a
measure of cross-group friendship.

Based on the information provided by teachers, participants were divided
into three categories of friendship based on the pattern of friendship they had
with both Whites and South Asians. For friendship with Whites, East Asian
children were divided into the following categories: a) those with White friends
(have one or more White friends, $N = 10$), b) those with non-White outgroup

\textsuperscript{5} We are missing classroom observation information for two Kindergarten classrooms because
researchers were unable to obtain that information from either the teacher or the researcher
observation.
friends (have no White friends but have friends in another non-White ethnic outgroup, \( N = 37 \)), and c) those with no outgroup friends (only have East Asian friends, \( N = 37 \)). Friendship with South Asians was categorized in the same manner: those with South Asian friends (have one or more South Asian friends, \( N = 13 \)), those with non South Asian friends (have no South Asian friends but have friends in another non South Asian ethnic group, \( N = 35 \)), those with no outgroup friends (only have East Asian friends) \( (N = 37) \).

**Dependent Measures**

**Evaluations of Outgroup Targets**

Participants were asked to sort the 13 photographs based on 12 positive and negative evaluations. The following wording was used:

"I want you to look at all these pictures and pick out all the kids that you think _______, and leave all the ones who you do not think _______ on the table."

The evaluations were: 1) are nice to other kids, 2) are smart, 3) are happy, 4) are lazy, 5) like to go to school, 6) have lots of friends, 7) are bad, 8) always need help from other kids and the teacher, 9) work hard at school, 10) are mean to other kids, 11) are helpful and 12) can read well. For each trial, the mean number of White targets selected (out of a possible four targets) was calculated. This number was then converted to a proportion, with zero indicating that no targets from that ethnic group was selected and one indicating that all four targets from that ethnic group were selected for the relevant item. The same procedure was used in order to assess evaluations of South Asians.
Since almost one-third of the participants had trouble understanding of the item 'lazy', this item was dropped from all analyses\(^*\). Exploratory factor analyses using Varimax rotation were performed separately for White and South Asian target variables. These analyses both indicated that items loaded onto two factors. The three negatively-worded items loaded on one factor (factor loadings: a) White target variables: 'bad' = .91, 'mean' = .86, 'needs help' = .75, and b) South Asian target variables: 'bad' = .91, 'mean' = .86, 'needs help' = .78). The remaining eight positively-worded items loaded on a second factor (factor loadings: a) White target variables: .63 to .84, and b) South Asian target variables: .65 to .81). This analysis suggests two distinct measures of intergroup evaluations: one representing positive outgroup evaluations and the other negative outgroup evaluations.

**Anxiety regarding White Targets**

Next, participants were asked to sort the 12 target photographs (the child's own picture was not included) using the same procedure as above for three items designed to tap feelings of anxiety (safe, scared and worried). The participant was asked to:

---

\(^*\) Researchers were asked to evaluate participants' understanding of each item used in the sorting task. If the participant appeared to have trouble understanding an item, the researcher indicated this by placing an 'X' in a box next to that item on the results sheet, indicating that the participant did not comprehend what was being asked. This information was entered as a separate 'understanding' variable in the data file and analyzed to obtain the number of participants who did or did not understand each item that was presented.
“Pick up all the kids who would make you feel ______ and give them to me, far away from you\(^7\). Leave all the kids who do not make you feel ______ on the table.”

A further analysis revealed that participants did not fully comprehend the meaning of ‘worried’ (see Footnote 6). This item was dropped from all analyses.

Given that correlations between ‘safe’ and ‘scared’ were low and non-significant (for White targets, \( r = -.12, p = .32 \); for South Asian targets \( r = -.20, p = .10 \)), these items were analyzed separately as different aspects of anxiety.

**Intergroup Behaviour**

Participants were shown a set of three same-gender targets (one White, one South Asian and one East Asian). The researcher then took out a set of 12 stickers and told the participant:

“Child’s name, here you get 12 stickers. They are yours to keep. OK? But, before you take them home, there are three other boys (girls) who don’t have any stickers and would like to have some as well. Here are what the other boys/girls might look like (places picture envelopes down in front of the child). Please decide how many stickers you want to give to each of those three kids and how many you want to keep for yourself. It is completely up to you how you split up the stickers. You can keep them all if you like, or you can give stickers to one of these boys (girls). Or you can give some stickers to two of these boys. Or you can give some stickers to all of them. If you give stickers to any of these boys (girls), we will put them into an envelope with their picture and I will give each envelope to a kid like the one on the picture afterwards. What would you like to do?”

---

\(^7\) For “safe” the participants were asked to “Pick out all the kids who would make you feel “safe” and put them close to you. Leave all the kids who do not make you feel “safe” on the table, away from you.”
This procedure was repeated a total of three times. The number of stickers shared with each target on each trial was recorded. The final measure of intergroup behavior was the mean number of stickers shared across all three targets for each outgroup (White or South Asian).
RESULTS

The current research is aimed at examining the impact of outgroup exposure and cross-group friendship on outgroup evaluations and sharing behaviour. It was predicted that both exposure to, and friendships with Whites will result in more positive evaluations of and sharing behaviour with White targets. The same pattern of results was expected for friendship with South Asians. In addition, intergroup anxiety was expected to mediate the relationships of both exposure and friendship on outgroup evaluations and sharing behaviour.

To examine the effects of exposure to Whites on evaluations of and sharing behaviour with White targets, East Asian children with exposure to Whites were compared to those with no exposure to Whites on all dependent variables (positive evaluations, negative evaluations, and sharing) and both potential mediators (safe and scared). To test the hypothesized effects of friendship, orthogonal contrasts were conducted. To test the direct effects of friendship with Whites, a contrast comparing participants with White friends to those with no White friends (those with no outgroup friends and those with only non-White outgroup friends) was conducted on each of the dependence variables. Additionally, contrasts comparing participants with non-White outgroup friends to those with no outgroup friends were performed to test the hypothesis that the positive effects of contact with non-target outgroup members might generalize to target outgroup members -- Pettigrew's (1997) "generalization to
other outgroups” hypothesis. The same set of contrasts was conducted for friendship with South Asians.

The predicted mediational models were tested following the procedures described by Baron and Kenny (1986). Regressions analyses were used to test for the relationships between contact and the outcome variables, as well as the relationship between contact and intergroup anxiety, and then the relationship between contact and the outcome variables accounting for intergroup anxiety. Sobel (1982) tests were conducted to determine if anxiety accounted for the proposed relationships between predictor and outcome variables.

**Exposure to Whites**

The means and t-tests describing the impact of exposure to Whites are presented in Table 1. Results of the t-tests demonstrated a significant effect of exposure on negative evaluations of White targets. East Asian participants with exposure to Whites had less negative evaluations of White targets than those without exposure to Whites. Additionally, there was a significant effect of exposure on feeling scared regarding White targets. Participants with exposure to Whites were less scared of White targets than those without exposure to Whites. East Asian children who were exposed to Whites and East Asian children who were not exposed to Whites did not differ significantly in terms of their positive evaluations of Whites, the extent to which White targets made them feel ‘safe’ or the number of stickers they shared with White targets.
Table 1. Means, standard deviations and t-tests for measures of intergroup attitudes and behaviours by East Asians with Exposure or No Exposure to Whites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variables</th>
<th>No Exposure to Whites</th>
<th>Exposure to Whites</th>
<th>t-tests for significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive Evaluations</td>
<td>$M = .66, SD = .25$</td>
<td>$M = .69, SD = .21$</td>
<td>$t (73) = -.65$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Evaluations</td>
<td>$M = .48, SD = .31$</td>
<td>$M = .30, SD = .20$</td>
<td>$t (71) = 2.87^{**}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe</td>
<td>$M = .53, SD = .35$</td>
<td>$M = .62, SD = .34$</td>
<td>$t (70) = -1.13$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scared</td>
<td>$M = .37, SD = .38$</td>
<td>$M = .18, SD = .23$</td>
<td>$t (70) = 2.49^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing</td>
<td>$M = 4.16, SD = 3.14$</td>
<td>$M = 4.11, SD = 3.16$</td>
<td>$t (78) = .07$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001

Friendship with Whites

Orthogonal contrasts were conducted to test for both the direct effects of friendship and Pettigrew's generalization to other outgroups effects of friendship (see Table 2). Contrasts comparing East Asian children with White friends to those with no White friends yielded a significant effect of friendship on evaluations of being safe with White targets. East Asian children with White friends felt safer with White targets than those without White friends. Additionally, a significant effect of friendship on positive evaluations was found. East Asian children with White friends evaluated White targets more positively than those without White friends. East Asians with White friends also felt less scared of White targets than those without White friends. East Asian children with White friends and East Asian children with no White friends did not differ significantly in terms of their negative evaluations of Whites or the number of stickers they shared with White targets.
Contrasts comparing East Asian children with non-White outgroup friends and those with no outgroup friends yielded no significant differences between these two groups on any of the dependent variables.

Table 2. Means, standard deviations and contrasts for measures of intergroup attitudes and behaviours by East Asians with No Outgroup friends, non-White outgroup friends and White friends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Friendship with South Asians</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The descriptive statistics and contrasts describing the effects of friendship with South Asians on all dependent variables are presented in Table 3. Contrasts between East Asian children with South Asian friends and those with no South Asian friends yielded no significant effects across all dependent variables. Contrasts between East Asian children with non South Asian outgroup friends and those with no outgroup friends revealed a significant effect on positive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
evaluations. East Asian children with non South Asian outgroup friends had more positive evaluations of South Asian targets than those with no outgroup friends.

Table 3. Means, Standard Deviations and contrasts for measures of intergroup attitudes and behaviours by East Asians with No outgroup friends, non South Asian outgroup friends and South Asian friends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variables</th>
<th>No Outgroup Friends (G1)</th>
<th>Non South Asian Outgroup Friends (G2)</th>
<th>South Asian Friends (G3)</th>
<th>Comparison 1 (G3 v. G1)</th>
<th>Comparison 2 (G2 v. G1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive Evaluations</td>
<td>M = .48</td>
<td>M = .67</td>
<td>M = .55</td>
<td>t (74) = -.32</td>
<td>t(62) = 2.86**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD = .29</td>
<td>SD = .23</td>
<td>SD = .27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Evaluations</td>
<td>M = .53</td>
<td>M = .48</td>
<td>M = .53</td>
<td>t (72) = .29</td>
<td>t(72) = -.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD = .32</td>
<td>SD = .22</td>
<td>SD = .38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe</td>
<td>M = .33</td>
<td>M = .43</td>
<td>M = .54</td>
<td>t (70) = 1.49</td>
<td>t(70) = 1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD = .33</td>
<td>SD = .36</td>
<td>SD = .38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scared</td>
<td>M = .48</td>
<td>M = .43</td>
<td>M = .54</td>
<td>t (70) = .77</td>
<td>t(70) = -.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD = .35</td>
<td>SD = .34</td>
<td>SD = .37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing</td>
<td>M = 3.64</td>
<td>M = 4.59</td>
<td>M = 3.30</td>
<td>t (79) = -.88</td>
<td>t(79) = 1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD = 2.74</td>
<td>SD = 3.39</td>
<td>SD = 2.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001

Intergroup Anxiety as a Mediator

If there was no effect of the independent variable on the dependent variables, no further analyses were conducted. Although contrasts revealed a significant relationship between friendship with Whites and feeling scared, correlational analyses showed no significant relationship between feeling scared and positive evaluations of White targets (r = .14, p = .26). Thus, the mediating role of scared on the relationship between friendship with Whites and evaluations/sharing with Whites was not tested. Additionally, the relationship between friendship with South Asians and all dependent variables was non-significant. Therefore, the mediating role of anxiety on the relationship between
friendship with South Asians and evaluations/sharing with South Asians was not tested. The relationships between exposure to Whites, scared and negative evaluations, as well as the relationships between friendship with Whites, safe and positive were significant. Thus, the mediational effect of the anxiety measure on these two relationships was tested using regression analyses in accordance with Baron and Kenny’s (1986) procedure.

**Model 1**

It was predicted that intergroup anxiety would mediate the relationship between exposure to Whites and evaluations of White targets. Inclusion of the mediator scared in the regression analysis resulted in a reduction in the strength of the relationship between exposure to Whites and negative evaluations of White targets. The Sobel test indicated that this effect was marginally significant (see Figure 4). Overall, this finding provides conditional support for the hypothesis that the relationship between exposure to Whites and negative evaluations of Whites is partly accounted for by reductions in feelings of anxiety (specifically being scared).
It was predicted that intergroup anxiety would mediate the relationship between friendship with Whites and evaluations of White targets. A series of regression analyses using East Asian children with White friends and those with no White friends (participants with no outgroup friends and those with only non-White outgroup friends) were conducted. Inclusion of the mediator safe in the regression analysis resulted in a reduction in the strength of the relationship between exposure to Whites and negative evaluations of White targets. However, the Sobel test indicated that this effect was not significant (see Figure 5). This finding is not consistent with the hypothesis that the relationship between friendship with Whites and positive evaluations is at least partly accounted for by reductions in feelings of anxiety (specifically feeling safe).
Figure 5. Safe as a mediator between friendship with Whites and positive evaluations of White targets

$\beta_1 = .24^*$
$\beta_2 = .11$

Friendship with Whites $\rightarrow$ Positive Evaluations of White Targets

Safe with White targets $\rightarrow$  

$\beta = .29^*$
$\beta = .36^{**}$

$z = .83, n.s.$

$^*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001$

$\beta_1$ is the unmediated beta while $\beta_2$ is the beta after mediation by safe
DISCUSSION

The focus of the current study was to investigate the roles of outgroup exposure and cross-group friendship on East Asian children’s outgroup evaluations and sharing behaviour, as well as to examine the mediating role of intergroup anxiety in these relationships. Participants engaged in a series of photo sorting tasks to assess outgroup evaluations and intergroup anxiety, as well as a sharing task to assess behaviour. In addition, measures for outgroup exposure and cross-group friendship were obtained through classroom observations and teacher interviews.

This study adds to the growing body of literature addressing children’s intergroup contact experiences (e.g. McGlothlin & Killen, 2005; Rutland et al., 2005; Wright & Tropp, 2005). The current research focuses on a minority group perspective (East Asians) and the relationships between cross-group contact and their evaluations of both majority (White) and other minority (South Asian) group targets. Although previous research has examined how White children’s exposure to outgroup members positively influences their attitudes towards that outgroup, more research is needed to fully understand how exposure may influence minority children’s attitudes towards outgroup members. Moreover, most previous work has examined friendship preferences or cross-group friendship quality as an outcome (e.g., Aboud & Mendelson, 2003; Wright & Tropp, 2005), rather than children’s actual friendship as a predictor of positive
attitudes and actions towards that outgroup. This research is also, to my knowledge, one of two studies (see Turner et al., 2007) to examine the role of intergroup anxiety on intergroup evaluations in children.

**Key Findings**

Overall, the results showed that East Asian children with exposure to Whites had less negative evaluations and were scared of fewer White targets. In addition, East Asian children showed who had friends who were White evaluated White targets more positively and indicated that they felt safer around, and less scared by, White targets. However, the pattern of results for friendship with South Asians showed no consistent positive relationships between friendships and attitudes or behavior across comparison groups, therefore no conclusive claims can be made about the relationship between friendship and evaluations for the South Asian outgroup.

It was also predicted that safe and scared would mediate the relationships between both exposure and friendship and intergroup evaluations and sharing. Indeed, mediational analyses revealed some support for these hypotheses but that the pattern was somewhat more complex that initially predicted. East Asian children exposed to Whites selected fewer White targets as scary and this measure showed some evidence of mediation in the relationship between exposure and negative evaluations of White targets. In considering cross-group friendships, the mediational analyses showed the predicted pattern such that East Asian children with White friends tended to select more White targets as safe than those without outgroup friends, and the
inclusion of this measure of anxiety reduced the strength of relationship between friendship and positive evaluations of White targets. However, the pattern of mediation was not statistically significant. Thus, it appears from this data that, for minority children, intergroup anxiety may play a larger role in the exposure/negative attitude relationship, than it does in mediating the friendship/positive attitude relationship.

Given that intergroup anxiety only partially mediates the relationship between intergroup contact and outgroup attitudes it is possible that there are other factors accounting for these relationships. Outgroup exposure may result in observations of outgroup behaviours and norms. These observations may provide opportunities for extended contact and inclusion of the other in the self (Wright et al., 1997). Additionally, self-disclosure and perspective taking could account for the relationship between friendship and outgroup attitudes (e.g., Turner et al., 2007).

These results are consistent with existing literature on intergroup contact that demonstrates that increased intergroup contact has a positive impact on intergroup attitudes for both adults and children (e.g., Pettigrew & Tropp, 2006). This study expands upon prior work by demonstrating that intergroup exposure is related to minority group children's attitudes towards majority group members. In addition, the patterns of results involving the relationship between cross-group friendship and intergroup evaluations are consistent with previous work that demonstrates friendship with outgroup members is associated with more positive attitudes towards the outgroup as a whole (e.g., Wright, Brody, & Aron, 2005).
Interestingly, it appears that exposure is most effective at reducing negative evaluations and affect, whereas friendship tends to be related to positive evaluations and feeling safe. It seems that both of these types of contact are important in improving attitudes, but that friendship, a more direct form of contact, is needed to really promote more positive outgroup attitudes.

However, the current results do not support Pettigrew's (1997) findings about contact generalization to other outgroups as no significant differences were found between participants with non-target outgroup friends and those with no outgroup friends. Perhaps children at this age lack the cognitive development to consider the implications of contact with others for their perceptions of the ingroup, making reappraisal of the ingroup unlikely and thus reducing the likelihood this type of generalization.

With regards to East Asian children's sharing behaviour, exposure and friendship did not have an effect on the number of stickers shared with White or South Asian targets. This may be because children are taught the values of sharing and equality in early elementary years, and therefore they are less likely to be biased toward one target over the other on a measure that explicitly calls these values to mind (Wong & Nunes, 2003). Research on resource allocation shows that children's sense of fairness and justice predicts how they will distribute resources among their peers (Huntsman, 1984). Thus, rules of fairness that describe equal distribution as the best practice may overwhelm any impact of ethnic group preference found in the evaluation measures.
Limitations

The present research examined the importance of intergroup contact for minority group members and has explored the role of intergroup anxiety in the relationship between contact and outgroup evaluations and sharing behaviour. However, it is important to recognize a few limitations of this research. Exposure is a natural pre-requisite for the development of friendship, which makes it difficult to separate these two variables in a classroom context. In addition, children may share the same class with the same friends in it, making the observations non-independent of each other. Although there are tests for non-independence available, there is an inadequate number of observations with varying degrees of friendship with the outgroups to do so in this study.

Additionally, a lack of variability in friendship inhibited our ability to examine friendship as a continuous variable. Since we had categories of friendship, we were unable to test whether the number of White or South Asian friends affected East Asian children’s evaluations of, and sharing with, target outgroups. An additional aspect of cross-group friendship which is worth considering is the question of whether the degree of closeness of friendship matters in intergroup evaluations (e.g., “My best friend is White versus I have a White friend”), as having a ‘best friend’ from an outgroup may produce the strongest effects on intergroup attitudes.

Conclusions

This research adds to the growing body of literature that examines how intergroup contact affects children’s intergroup attitudes (e.g. Cameron &
Rutland, 2008). These findings provide further evidence that early intergroup contact experiences can change attitudes towards outgroup members. This argument is consistent with the findings of Pettigrew and Tropp’s (2006) meta-analysis, as well as with research on the positive effects of intergroup contact on intergroup attitudes and behaviours (Cameron & Rutland, 2008; Wright & Taylor, 1995; Wright & Tropp, 2005; Turner, Hewstone, & Voci, 2007). In addition, it appears that exposure may lead to reductions in negative evaluations and affect, whereas friendship may influence positive dimensions. It seems that both of these forms of contact are important in improving attitudes, but that friendship and contact that is more direct is needed to really promote more positive attitudes.

Additionally, in contrast to the majority of studies on intergroup contact (see Tropp & Pettigrew, 2005), the current research focuses on the minority group perspective, and the findings demonstrate that outgroup exposure and cross-group friendship are related to less negative and more positive evaluations of majority group members. However, the patterns of results were different for White (majority) and South Asian (another minority) targets. Contact with South Asians did not result in any significant differences in attitudes towards South Asians. Results also indicate that young minority children may experience intergroup anxiety while thinking about majority group targets. This could be an important consideration for those involved in contexts where intergroup contact will occur (e.g., teachers, parents) as children may be apprehensive about these
experiences and these feelings of apprehension seem to be related to the attitudes they may develop as a result of the contact.

The present research helps to increase our understanding of the issues of intergroup relations for minority children regarding differences in types of intergroup contact. This study may provide insight that could be helpful in informing direct interventions to improve attitudes of children in our increasingly diverse society. However, as the current study demonstrates, more basic research is necessary to further develop our understanding of the relationship between contact and intergroup attitudes in both majority and minority children.
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